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We develop an approach based on the Noether method to construct nilpotent BRST charges
and BRST-invariant actions. We apply this approach rst to the holomorphic part of the
flat-space covariant superstring, and we nd that the ghosts b; cz which we introduced by
hand in our earlier work, are needed to x gauge symmetries of the ghost action. Then
we apply this technique to the superparticle and determine its cohomology. Finally, we





1. Introduction and Summary
Recently, a new approach to the completely super-Poincare covariant quantization
of the superstring with spacetime supersymmetry was developed in [1][2][3], based on
earlier work by Berkovits [4] [5] [6] [7]. A free quantum action invariant under BRST
transformations and a nilpotent BRST generator Q were constructed [1]. The correct
massless and massive spectrum for the open and closed string was obtained [2]. The
denition of physical states in terms of equivariant cohomology was established [3]. In
[1] a ghost pair (cz; b) was introduced by hand to make the BRST charge nilpotent, and
another BRST-inert ghost system (namely m; !mz in [1], replaced by mz ; !m in [2]) was
introduced by hand to cancel the central charge. In this article we shall construct the
quantum action and the BRST charge using the Noether method, and we obtain in this
way a derivation of the ghost pair b; cz.
We start from the classical Green-Schwarz action, but we take a flat worldsheet met-




β by the more general expres-
sion λα = α where α is a real commuting 16-component D = (9; 1) spinor. Using
the Noether method applied to BRST symmetry, new ghosts are added to the action. A
preliminary ghost action will turn out to have a rigid symmetry but is not BRST invariant.
Making this symmetry local leads to the ghost system b; cz leads and a BRST invariant
action. We apply this general method to several cases: i) the heterotic superstring, ii)
the superparticle and, iii) the flat space superstring with combined left- and right-moving
sectors. In all the cases we do arrive at an invariant action and a nilpotent BRST charge.
There exists now a derivation of the b; cz system from rst principles. For the mz ; !
m
ghost system a similar derivaion is still lacking.
A dierent approach, starting from a twisted version of the complexied N = 2
superembedding formulation of the superstring, has been studied in [8].
2. Heterotic Superstring and Superparticle
The basis for our work is a remarkable identity between the free classical (i.e., without
ghosts) superstring Sclassfree , the full nonlinear classical Green-Schwarz (GS) superstring SGS ,
and antihermitian composite objects dLα and dRα [9]. In the conformal gauge, hµν = µν ,
one has in Minkowski space




dLµα(µν − µν)@ναL + dRµα(µν + µν)@ναR

(2:1)
4 At the tree level the choice of a flat worldsheet metric is sucient, but clearly at one loop or




















































m − iαLγmαβ@µβL − iαRγmαβ@µβR : (2:3)
In chiral notation one has Lclassfree = −1=2@xm @xm − pLα @αL − pRα @αR with @ = @σ − @t
and @ = @σ + @t. Further, dLα = pLα + (i@xm + 12Lγ
m@L + 12Rγ
m@R)(γmL)α and
dRα = pRα + (i@xm + 12Lγ
m @L + 12Rγ
m @R)(γmR)α :
For us the identity in (2.1) is useful becasue it denes objects dLµα and dRµα which
play a crucial role in what follows. They become constraints in the quantum theory and
form the starting point for the BRST charge. We denote the left-moving spinor in the
Green-Schwarz action by L, while R is the right-moving spinor. Chiral ’s have spinorial
superscript αL and 
α
R and antichiral ’s are denoted by α. Thus for the IIA case, we use
the notation αR.
There also exists a relation in Berkovits’ approach between the free quantum action,
the GS action and a BRST exact term. It reads (we use the notation wα for the conjugate
momentum of α instead of α of our earlier work to facilitate the comparison with [4] [5]
[6] [7])














































In Berkovits approach the BRST operator QB is not hermitian or antihermitean,
because his α is complex, but in our approach the BRST operator, denoted by Q, is anti-
hermitian. For pure spinors  satisfying γm = 0, QB is clearly nilpotent on xm; α; α
and dzα, but does not vanish on wα. The free quantum action (2.4) is invariant under
the gauge transformation wµα = 
µ
m(γ
m)α if the ’s are pure spinors, and the BRST
operators are nilpotent up to a gauge transformation. The QB variation of SGS does not
vanish either, but Squfree is QB invariant. The relation in (2.4) was discovered by Oda and
Tonin [10], and has been used by Berkovits to construct the pure spinor action in a curved
background [11]. In our derivation below this relation plays no role. We shall use the
Noether method, applied to BRST symmetry.
In this section we restrict ourselves to one (left-moving) sector (the heterotic string).
In section 4 we discuss the combined left- and right-moving sector. We start from the GS
action which we decompose into a kinetic term and a Wess-Zumino (WZ) term, SGS =
Skin + SWZ . We shall not need SWZ but only its exterior derivative which is given by the
following 3-form both for the II B and the II A cases
dLWZ = −i dL 6dL + i dR 6dR (2:7)
The action is invariant under local  (Siegel) gauge transformations if one does not x
the conformal gauge. We consider the GS action in the conformal gauge. In this gauge the
 symmetry transformations acquire extra compensating terms and are quite complicated.
We follow therefore a dierent approach. We choose the conformal gauge and replace the
composite parameters 6 of  symmetry by a new local classical gauge parameter . The
GS action (from now on in the conformal gauge) is of course not invariant under the 
transformations of xm and α, but we shall use the Noether method to obtain a BRST
invariant free quantum action. The new local gauge transformations of x and  follow
straightforwardly by replacing zmγαβzβ by 
α
λx
m = −iγm; λα = α: (2:8)
The matrices γmαβ are real and symmetric, hence the reality of λx
m and of λα is pre-
served.
The geometrical meaning is at this point unclear. However, (2.8) has the same form
as the BRST transformations generated by the BRST charge QB in Berkovits’ formalism.
Therefore, we interpret  from this point on as a real ghost which changes its statistics:
 becomes commuting. The BRST transformations with constant anticommuting anti-
hermitian parameter  read Bα = iα and Bxm = iλxm. Denoting the BRST
transformation of xm and α without  by s, we obtain s α = iα and sxm = γm.
The BRST transformations close (they are nilpotent) if the ’s are pure spinors. In our
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approach [1] we do not impose any constraints on the spinors , and therefore, to still
regain nilpotency of the  transformation, we modify the  transformation rules of x and
 by adding further elds such that they become nilpotent. Nilpotency of s is achieved by
dening s α = 0, but since s is not nilpotent on x, we introduce a new ghost m in s xm
sxm = γm + m ; sm = −i γm ; (2:9)
where m is anticommuting and real. We have obtained s2 = 0 on x. For the variation of
the action we need the variation of mµ which is given by
smµ = @µ
m + 2γm@µ : (2:10)
The variation of Skin contains a term with a derivative of a ghost which we can
handle with the Noether approach, and a term with @µ which poses a problem as far as











To remove the term with @ν we modify the induced metric Gµν = m(µν)m by adding a





where dµα is a new antihermitian anticommuting eld. The extra term −dµαPµν@να in
the action should be interpreted as a gauge xing term which breaks the -symmetry. The













α − 2i dµα@να: (2:13)
The most general expression for sdµα which leaves only terms with derivatives of












where Am is an antihermitian anticommuting vector to be xed. We used that @(µγm@ν)
vanishes, made a Fierz rearangement and introduced a new real commuting ghost eld α,
which can be interpreted as the anti-chiral counterpart of the chiral α. We x these free
objects by requiring that sdµα be s inert (nilpotency of s on dµα). This yields
sdµ = @µ− 2 6µ− 2i mγm@µ; s = 2mγm: (2:15)






µ − dµα@µα (2:16)
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contains only terms with derivatives of the ghosts α, α, and m, namely
sLmodkin = −µm@µm − @µ@µ + idµα@µα: (2:17)
We now repeat this program for the WZ term. It is a good consistency check that
this is possible at all. We dene a modied WZ term as follows
LmodWZ = LWZ + µνdµα@να (2:18)
One nds that also sLmodWZ only contains terms with derivatives of ghosts
sLmodWZ = µν
h
mµ @νm + @µ@ν− i dµα@να
i
: (2:19)





= −mµ Pµν@νm + idµαPµν@να − @µαPµν@να : (2:20)
The next step is to cancel these variations by adding free ghost actions and dening
suitable transformation laws for the antighost elds
Lgh = −µmPµν@νm − wµαPµν@να − αµPµν@να: (2:21)
The antighost µm is anticommuting and anti-hermitian, while wµα and 
α
µ are commuting
and real. Because the variation of Lkin +LWZ contain the operator Pµν = µν − µν , the
antighosts are holomorphic (chiral on the worldsheet: they have the index structure mz ,
αz and αz ). One nds easily a particular solution for the variation of the antighosts, but
the most general solution contains a free constant b and a target-space bispinor µ,αβ
sµm =

















































The transformations with b map  into its own ghost  and w and  into the other
commuting ghosts while the transformations with µ,αβ map each antighost into the two
non-corresponding ghosts.
Setting the anticommuting and antihermitian b and the real commuting µ,αβ to
zero yields a solution of the inhomogeneous equation for the transformation laws of the
antighosts, but the terms with constant b and µ,αβ yield further homogeneous solutions.
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In other words, we are encountering a system with constant ghosts-for-ghosts. We have
already added the terms with a derivative of b for reasons to be explained now.
The terms in the transformation rules with constant b and µ,αβ yield new rigid
symmetries of the ghost action. Although we have obtained an s-invariant action, the
transformation rules for the antighosts are not nilpotent. We now let b become a eld and
add the terms with @µb in (2.22). The action then ceases to be invariant, but the transfor-
mation laws of the antighosts can be made nilpotent by dening suitable transformation
laws for b and , namely
sb = 1; sµ,αβ = 0: (2:23)
In fact the terms in (2.22) with µ,αβ can be removed by redening αµ ! αµ+1=2(µ)α
and for this reason we omit them from now on. This redenition leads to a new term in
the action of the form αµ,αβ@µβ ; however, this extra term is a total derivative which
we also omit.
Returning to the problem of making the action BRST invariant, we need a kinetic term
for b. Hence we introduce also a new real anticommuting ghost cµ and add the following
term to the ghost action: Lextragh = −bP µν@µcν . We determine the transformation rule of
cµ such that the action becomes s-invariant. One nds
s cµ = −12









Also this transformation law is nilpotent.
In this way we have reobtained the free BRST invariant action and the nilpotent
BRST transformation rules of [1]. In particular we have given a derivation of the need for
the b; cµ system which follows from the Noether procedure applied to symmetries of the
ghost action. However, the problem of giving a similar fundamental derivation of the ; !
system remains. For the string the ; ! system was neeeded to cancel the central charge.
For the superparticle, to which we now turn, the b; c system is needed, but the ; ! system
is not needed because for the superparticle there is no central charge and hence we do not
need to cancel it.
3. The superparticle
In this section we apply the procedure presented in the previous section to the point
particle. The operator formalism of [1] cannot directly be applied in this case becasue _
vanishes on-shell. The o-shell BRST approach is succesful. We consider the open string,
hence rigid N = 1 spacetime susy with one . We shall show that the correct spectrum,
namely the eld equations of d = (9; 1) N = 1 super Yang-Mills theory, is obtained.
6







_xm − iαγmαβ _β
2
;  = 1; : : : ; 16 ; (3:1)
which is invariant under -symmetry:
κ
α = m(γm)α ; κxm = iγmκ ; κe = 4i e _αα : (3:2)
where m = _xm−iαγmαβ _β. The quantization of (3.1) is nontrivial because of the fermionic
constraint S= _α = pα = iPm(γm)α with Pm and pα the conjugate momenta to the x
and  coordinates. The anticommutator fpα− iPm(γm)α; pβ − iPm(γm)βg = −2γmαβPm
shows that the fermionic constraints are both rst and second class: only half of them
anticommute with each other5. However, it is dicult to disentagle these two classes and
construct a covariant set of independent basis vectors for these constraints.6 The theory
is invariant under reparametrization of the worldline; however, we will set e = 1 from the
beginning and construct a consistent model with local transformation rules. In the original
superparticle, one could choose the gauge e = 1, but then  transformations acquire extra
non-local compensating terms with (t) =
R t
dt′(4i _k)(t′).7
We compute the variation of (3.1) under the BRST transformations
s xm = m + γm ; s α = i α ; s m = −iγm ; s α = 0 : (3:3)
5 Decomposing dα = pα − iP m(γm)α into 6P dα + (1− 6P ) dα, the 6P dα are rst class and the
(1− 6P )dα are second class.
6 Recently, two of the authors [13]presented a solution of the quantization of the superparticle
using a \twistor"-like redenition of variables P mγαβm = 
α
a (
+ + P 2−)ab
βb where αa are the
twistor-like variables and  the Pauli matrices. One way to disentagle the two types of constraints
is an innite number of ghosts. Using Batalin-Vilkovisky techniques the ghosts of level greater
than three do not interact with the ghost of lower levels and with the other elds of the theory.
7 There should be a better way to do this: rst go to the light-cone gauge for the superparticle
action (3.1) and reparameterize the fermions by a =
p
p+(γ−)α where γ = 1
2
(γ0  γ9). The
BRST operator for the quantized model is only Q = cP 2 and the states are representations of
the Cliord algebra fa; bg = 2a,b. Berkovits [14] nds an interpolating BRST operator Q^ in
an enlarged functional space with the unconstrained spinors ^α and their conjugate momenta
w^α, and the composite eld dα. One can show that the cohomology can be constructed in two
equivalent ways: the rst reproduces the light-cone massless states of the superparticle, the other
reproduces the BRST cohomology with pure spinor constraints. It would be interesting to repeat
this approach for our formulation.
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In order that the variation of (3.1) be proportional to the equations of motion of the ghost
elds, we add the term
R
ddα _α where dα and its BRST variation are given by
dα = pα + i _xm(γm)α +
1
2
(γm)α(γm _) ; (3:4)
s dα = _α − 2 mγm + m(γm _)α
where m and α are two arbitrary elds. Notice that we can freely add the ghost α
since on-shell this term vanishes. The BRST transformation of dα is nilpotent if
m = −2im ; s α = 2m(γm)α





m _m + wα _α + α _α

(3:5)
whose variation cancels against the variation of S +
R
ddα _α if the antighosts transform
in the following way
s m = −m − 2γm + b _m + 12
_bm ; (3:6)
s wα = i dα − 2i m(γm)α − 2m(γm)α − i b _α − 3i4
_bα ;
s α = − _α + ib _α + i
4
_bα :
The contributions with ghosts-antighosts in the transformation rules are needed to com-
pensate the non-linear variations of the ghost elds m and α in the action (3.5). Further
the terms proportional to b or _b are needed to obtain a nilpotent BRST symmetry. As we
learned from the previous section, a suitable redenition of α removes the m terms from
the symmetry, therefore we have already chosen the basis without m. The nilpotency of
the BRST symmetry is achieved by dening s b = 1.
The last step is to add a b− c term to the action and derive the BRST transformation
for the ghost c
Sgh,2 =
Z
db _c ; s c = −1
2








The sum S + Sgh,1 + Sgh,2 is now invariant under BRST symmetry. At this point, we






d(Pmm − 12P 2). Canonical quantization implies that [Pm; xn] =
−imn. This will be used in the next section.
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We now turn to the determination of the massless cohomology for the superparticle.
The physical states of the superparticle should be found at ghost number 1. Without
further restriction, the cohomology is however trivial, but following [2] we assign a grading
to the ghost elds
gr(α) = 1 ; gr(m) = 2 ; gr(α) = 3 ; gr(c) = 4 ; (3:8)
and the corresponding opposite numbers for antighosts. We cannot use the ane Lie
algebra to determine the grading of  and c as in [2], because _ = 0 is a here a eld
equation and there is no central charge for a point particle. However, observing that the
part Q0 of the BRST operator which only contains ghost and antighost elds is nilpotent by
itself, one can introduce a grading which explains this. Namely Q0 has vanishing grading
and this yields gr() = 3 and gr(b) = −4. The relevant cohomology is selected in the
functional space of non-negatively graded polynomials denoted in the following by H+.8
The most general scalar expression in H+ with ghost number one is
U (1)(z) = iαAα + mAm + αWα
+ b







where Aα; : : : ; Fαβ are arbitrary superelds depending on xm; α. The requirement of
positive grading has ruled out bαβ and bαm.
The condition fQ;U (1)(z)g = 0 implies the following equations
D(αAβ) + iγmαβAm = 0 ;
@mAα −DαAm − 2i γmαβW β = 0 ;
@[mAn] + Fmn = 0 ; DβWα + F αβ = 0 ;
@mW
α + Fαm = 0 ; F
αβ = 0 ;
(3:10)
where Dα  @=@α − iβγmαβ@=@xm 9. The terms in fQ;U (1)(z)g which contain the eld
b yield equations which are the Bianchi identities [1]. From the rst two equations of
8 Notice that in the pure spinor formulation, α should be complex and its complex conjugate
α should transform under the conjugated representation of Spin(9; 1). This implies that one
can construct a homotopy operator K for the BRST charge QB = αdα. It is easy to show that
K = αα=() with () = αα satises fQ;Kg = 1. This obviously renders the cohomology
in [15] trivial since every Q-closed expression is also Q-exact. In order to obtain a nontrivial
cohomology one may use the grading in (3.8) and observe that the homotopy operator K has
negative grading.
9 Notice that Dα is hermitian. We dene D(αAβ) =
1
2





(3.10) one gets the eld equations for N = 1; d = (9; 1) super-Maxwell theory
γαβ[mnpqr]DαAβ = 0 ; (3:11)









γαβm (DβAm − @mAβ) : (3:12)
Moreover, the remaining equations in (3.10) imply that the curvatures Fmn; Fαm, and
F αβ are expressed in terms of the spinor potential Aα.
The gauge transformations of the vertex U (1)(z) are generated by the BRST variation
of a spin-zero ghost-number-zero eld Ω(0)(z) 2 H+, whose most general expression is given
by Ω(0)(z) = C, with C arbitrary supereld. The BRST variation of Ω(0) is U (1)(z) =h
Q; Ω(0)(z)
i
= iαDαC + m@mC. One can easily check that C is the usual parameter of
the gauge transformations on the super-Maxwell potentials: Aα = DαC; Am = @mC.
Thus, the only independent supereld is Aα, and it satises (3.11) which is gauge invariant.
For further discussion of these eld equations we refer to [1].
4. Closed Superstrings
In this section we again apply the procedure of section 2, but now to the combined
left-moving and right-moving sector of the Green-Schwarz superstring simultaneously.
We start from the GS action in (2.2) . The transformation rules are now given by
s xm = (LγmL + L) + (RγmR + R) ;
s αL = i
α





s αL = s 
αˆ
R = 0 ;
s mL = −iLγmL ; s mR = −iRγmR ;
(4:1)
One clearly has nilpotency on these elds.
Next we add to LGS the terms with dLzα  dL,1α − dL,0α and dRz¯α  dR,1α + dR,0α
Ld = −dLzα @αL − dRz¯α@αR : (4:2)
We recall that dLzα and dRz¯α, given below (2.3), are such that in LGS + Ld only the free
kinetic terms for x; L/R and pL/R remain. As before we determine the variations of dLzα
and dRz¯α (hence of pLzα and pRz¯α) by requiring that in the s-variation of LGS + Ld the
terms without derivatives of ghosts cancel. However, we also require nilpotency on dLzα
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and dRz¯α; since there are cross-terms, this is less trivial. We nd it convenient to introduce
an auxiliary eld for m0 , so we replace 1=2 (
m
0 )
2 by −1=2Pm0 P0m + Pm0 0m. There are
now two ways to proceed
i) we take the rules of the heterotic string in each sector, but the cross-terms in sdLzα
are determined by requiring nilpotency on Pm0 and dLzα. One can achieve this, but one
has then only nilpotency on dRzα modulo the free eld equations of L/R and L/R.
ii) We write all transformation rules with only @1 derivatives, but not with any @0
derivatives. This can be achieved by using the free eld equations. This changes the rules
of the heterotic string, but we obtain nilpotency on all elds.
Since one either works with the heterotic string or with the Green-Schwarz string, we
adopt the second procedure. We obtain then
s dLzα = 2@1Lα − 2(1m − P0m)γmαβαL − 4iLmγmαβ@1βL ;
s dRz¯α = 2@1Rα − 2(1m + P0m)γmαβαR − 4iRmγmαβ@1βR ;
s Pm0 = −2(Lγm@1L − Rγm@1R)− @1mL + @1mR ;
s m1 = 2Lγ
m@1L + 2Rγm@1R + @1mL + @1
m
R ;
sLα = 2mL (γmL)α ;
sRα = 2mR (γmR)α :
(4:3)




0 in each sector separately. We
have written s m1 below s P
m
0 so that the dierence becomes clear: in s P
m
0 we have used
the eld equations (@1 + @0)αL = 0 ; (@1− @0)αR = 0, (@1 + @0)mL = 0 ; (@1− @0)mR = 0.
Because there are only @1 derivatives in m1 and P
m
0 , nilpotency of sdLzα and sdRz¯α is
relatively easy to prove.





(Pm0 − m1 )@Lm − (Pm0 + m1 )@Rm (4:4)
−2@1Lα @αL − 2@1Rα@αR + idLzα @αL + idRz¯α@αR
i
:
To prove this simple result requires multiple partial integrations and Fierz identities. To

















and choose the appropriate transformation laws for the antighosts
s wLα = −idLα − 2i Lm(γmL)α − 2Lm(γmL)α + 2ibL@1Lα + 3i2 @1bLLα ;
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s Lm = −P0m + 1m − 2LγmL − 2bL@1Lm − @1bL Lm ; (4:6)
s αL = 2@1
α






The rules for the right-moving antighosts wRα; mR and 
α
R are obtained by replacing −Pm0
by Pm0 (and L by R of course). These rules are nilpotent if s bL = s bR = 1, but the action





bL @cL + bR@cR
i
(4:7)
and nd the transformation rules for cL and cR from the BRST invariance of the action








and, analogously, for cR. Nilpotency only xes the terms with @1bL in (4.6) up to an
overall constant, but invariance of the action xes this constant. All transformation rules
for the combined sectors are now nilpotent; this has been achieved by introducing only one
auxiliary eld, namely Pm0 .
Needless to say, we can again dene the grading current and we dene the BRST
cohomology on the space of non-negatively graded vertices.
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